Paris Trip Featured in UIHJ Magazine International
The November 1996 signing of a protocol agreement by NAPPS President Thomas MacDonald and International
Association of Sheriff Officers and Judicial Officers President Jacques Isnard was featured in a recent issue of UIHJ
Magazine International in Paris. Utilizing photographs taken by NAPPS Past Presidents David Schirtzer and Fred
Blum, and stories from the January-February 1997 issue of The Docket Sheet, the magazine published the material in
both French and English, with color photos. Copies of the two pages are reproduced on this and the following page.
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NAPPS President Thomas MAC
DONALD and Jacques ISNARD,
President of the International association of Sheriff Officers and
Judicial Officers, signed a protocol agreement in Paris in November 1996. The signing followed
an historic meeting of representatives of the two groups, just prior
to the November 29 official meeting of the U.I.H.J. at which
NAPPS' representatives were
special guests. The agreement is
the first step in developing an international work exhange between the two associations.
An historic agreement, signed
in Paris in November 1996, lays
the foundation for possible future
work exhanges between the
U.I.HJ. and members of NAPPS.
Representing NAPPS, President
Thomas MAC DONALD joined
U.I.HJ. President Jacques ISNARD
in signing a "protocol agreement". Pursuant to the protocol
that was signed, representatives
of the two groups will hold annual
meetings, alternating between the
United States and Eu-rope.
Present for the signing and the
subsequent meeting of the
U.I.H.J. were official NAPPS' representatives Fred BLUM, Director, and Alan CROWE, Administrator. Three additional NAPPS
members, Past Presidents Paul
TAMAROFF and David SCHIRT-
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ZER, and Secretary, Susan COLLINS, made also the trip.
The foundation for this historic
meeting between the two groups
was laid during Schirtzer's term

as president. The first meeting
was held at The Hague during Tamaroff's term as president,
Roger DUJARDIN

Signature's instant!
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